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This paper answers two questions about unitarily eqmvalent pairs of invariant 
subspaces X, and Xz of the Hardy space H2(i”+‘); these satisfy X2 = $X, for some 
unimodular (L E L-(F): (I) Must I++ then be a quotient of inner functions? (II) If 
II, =gJg, is such a quotient, does it follow that the inner functions g, and gz can be 
so chosen that g,X, =g2X2 is an invariant subspace of Hz(P), not merely of 
L2( T”)? When n > 1, both answers are: No. i” 1985 Academic Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
For each positive integer n we let T” be the torus that is the Cartesian 
product of n unit circles in @. Thus 7”’ is the distinguished boundary of the 
open unit disc U” in C”. The usual Lebesgue spaces, with respect to the 
Haar measure m, of T”, are denoted by Lp(T”), and H”(P) is the space of 
all f~ Lp( T”) whose Fourier coefficients 
f(a) = lFf(Z) 27’. ‘. 2,“” ah,(z) 
are 0 as soon as at least one component CI, of a is negative. 
The functions f~ HP(T) are the radial limits of members of the Hardy 
spaces HP(V). As is often done in this context, the same letter will be used 
for f~ HP( T”) and for its holomorphic extension to U”. The inner functions 
on T” are the unimodular members of H*(T”). 
A closed subspace X of L’(T”) is said to be invariant if 
for 1 ,<j< n. Whenever this is the case, it follows that flc X for every 
* Partially supported by NSF-Grant DMS-8400201 and by the William F. Vilas Trust 
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In the paper [ 11, the authors consider pairs of invariant subspaces of 
H2( T”), say X, and X,, that are related by 
for some Ir/ E L”( T”) with 111/j = 1 a.e. on 7”‘. (These pairs are the unitarily 
equivalent ones; we shall not need this terminology.) They ask what else 
can be said about the unimodular functions + that can arise in this way 
from two invariant subspaces of H2(T”). In particular the following 
questions are raised. 
Question 1. Must $ be a quotient of inner functions? If X2 = $X, holds 
and + =g,/g, with g,, g, inner, then Y=g, X, =g,X, is an invariant sub- 
space of L*(F), and 
This leads to 
X,=g,Y, X,=g,Y. 
Question 2. If IJ is a quotient of inner functions, can one then choose 
these inner functions in such a way that the above-mentioned space Y lies in 
II*( T”), not merely in L2( T”)? These questions are of course motivated by 
Beurling’s classical theorem which states (when n = 1) that every invariant 
subspace X of H*(T) has the form X = gH*( T) for some inner function g. 
However, when n > 1 then the answers to both questions turn out to be 
negative. Theorems 1 and 2 of the present paper show this. 
We shall need the following uniqueness property of $: 
LEMMA. Suppose X is an invariant subspace of H*( T”), X # {0}, 
$,ELY~), Iti11 = IICIZI = 1, and 
Then $,/$I~ is constant. 
Proof. Put h = $ ,/e2 = + ,$*. Pick f E X, f # 0. Then hX = X, so that 
h”fEXcH*(T”) 
for m = 1, 2, 3, . *. . This implies (see [4; or 3, p. 1573) that h E H”( T”). The 
same reasoning applies to /i= $*@I and shows that E is also in F”(F). 
Hence h is constant. 
THEOREM 1. If n > 1 then there exist functions fi, f2 E 112( T”) so that 
(a) I fil = Ifi1 #O a.e. on T”, but 
(b) fulfi is not the quotient of any two members of H”(F). 
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This answers Question 1: Let X, and X, be the invariant subspaces of 
Hz( T”) generated by fI and f2, respectively. Then (a) shows that X, = $X1 
with 1+5 = filfi and /$I = 1 a.e., whereas (b) implies that II/ is not a quotient 
of inner functions. 
Proof: Fix n>l, let (w,, w2, We;.+ > be a countable dense subset of 
T”, located so that the circles 
I-,={2w,:&T) (k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) 
are pairwise disjoint; they bound analytic discs 
that lie in u”. 
Now choose cp : T” + (1, co] in such a way that cp is lower semicon- 
tinuous, cp E L*( T”), and cp z + co on every r,. 
Since {rk} is a countable collection of compact sets of measure 0, the 
construction of such a cp poses no problem. 
Conclusion (a) will be achieved by constructing f, so that Ifi 1 = Ifi/ = q 
a.e. on T”. 
We shall now inductively define holomorphic polynomials pk, gk, and 
associated products 
p/c= fi (1 +P,), Qk= fi (1 +qJ 
r=l I=1 
starting with p1 = q1 = 0. 
Assume that k > 1, that P, and Qk are defined, and that they satisfy the 
induction hypothesis PJO) = Qk(0) = 1 and IP,J < cp, lQkl < q~ on T”. (Note 
that this holds when k = 1, because cp > 1.) The positive lower semicon- 
tinuous function 
(cp - IPkl YPkI 
can be approximated on T” from below by a positive continuous function, 
hence by a positive trigonometric polynomial v, in such a way that 
IuP, <cp-Pkl on T” 
but 
and (because cp z +cc on each r,) so that 
v>3 on rl v ..’ d,. 
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Then define 
where A4 = Mk is a positive integer that is so large that the following hold: 
6) Pk+l is a holomorphic polynomial, pk + r(O) = 0. 
(ii) lPk+i( >3 on rlu “’ urk. 
(iii) Pk+ 1 - Pk = Pk pk+ 1 is orthogonal (in L2( T”)) to PI, P, - P,, 
“*,Pk-Pk-l. 
(iv) \Pk+ll < l/k2 in (1 -i) u”. 
(VI l+Pk+* and Qk have no wmmon zero on A, u ..* VA,. 
It is clear that (i) and (iii) hold for all sufliciently large M; (ii) holds for 
all M; as regards (iv) and (v), note that Pk+ I + 0 uniformly on compact 
subsets of U”, as M+ co, that the zeros of 1 +P~+~ on A, u *.* u A, 
therefore move toward f1 u .*. u r, as A4 -+ co, and that the polynomial 
Qk has only linitely many zeros on A 1 u . . f u d k. 
Since IPk+ll 6 IPki(l + lpk+ll)=IPk( + bPk( <q, we see that Pk+l 
satisfies the induction hypothesis that was assumed about P,. 
The construction of Qk+ 1 = (1 + qk + I) Qk goes in exactly the same way, 
interchanging the roles of P and Q, except that in (v) we now want 
l+qk+, to have no common zero with P,,, on A,u .-. ud,. It follows 
now from (i) and (iv) that 
fdz) = t-ma Pk(Z) = fj c1 + pi(z)) 
I==1 
defines a holomorphic functionf, in U” whose zeros are precisely those of 
the factors 1 + p,. Note that the product converges uniformly on compact 
subsets of U”. If i> k, (ii) shows that Ip,.(ilw,)l > 3 for all A E T. Since 
p,(O) = 0, the argument principle shows that 1 + p,(lw,) has zeros in U, say 
A 
p:; 
. . . , AN. Let B be the Blaschke product formed with these same zeros, 
h(l) = B(k) 
1 + Pk+ I(AWk)’ 
Then h is holomorphic on 0, IhJ < $ on T, hence 
II, AZ.. . il,l = lB(O)l = Ih( < 4. 
Since this holds for all i > k, we conclude: 
The zeros of fi violate the Blaschke condition on every disk Ak. 
The same is true of fi = n? (1 + 4,). Moreover, (v) and its analogue for 
580’61 3.10 
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qk + , imply that I+ p, and 1 + qi have no common zero on Ak if i > k and 
j>k. 
Thus fi and f2 have at most finitely many common zeros on each A,. 
Now suppose fig, =figI with g,, g, E H”( Un). On each Ak. g, has all 
but finitely many of the zeros of fi, Since the latter violate the Blaschke 
condition, g, ~0 on each A,. hence g, r0 on the closure (in U”) of the 
union of the A,. Since { wk) was chosen to be dense in 7”‘, we conclude that 
g, = 0, and part (b) of the theorem is proved. 
To prove (a) we use a technique that was recently invented by A. B. 
Aleksandrov to simplify the proof that inner functions exist in the unit ball 
of C”. We have 
(P,+,( <cp on T”, k= 1, 2, 3;.., (1) 
and, since (vP,( = (Pk+ , - Pkl, 
s Pktl T” -Pk12dm,>!/ (v-lPA)*dmn T” 
as well as the fact that 
P k+*=(pk+l -P/J+(Pk-P&I)+... +(P,-P,)+P, (3) 
is an orthogonal sum. Hence 
2 / lP,+, -f’,12dm,cjTn lf’k+I/2dw,<!” q2dm, ,=, =” T” 
which implies that 
This has two consequences. First, the left side of (2) tends to 0 as k -+ co, 
so that ( PkJ + cp in the norm topology of L2( T”). Secondly, because of the 
orthogonality of (3), (Pk) is a Cauchy sequence in L2(T”); since 
Pk(z) +fr(z) for ZE U”, it follows thatf! E H2 and that Pk -f, in L’(F); 
hence (P,I + Ifi I in L2( T”), and we conclude that If, I = cp a.e. on T”. 
The same holds with f2 in place of fi , and the theorem is proved. 
Remark. The result can be somewhat strengthened if we pick cp as 
above, but require in addition that cp E Lp( i”‘) for all p < co. The preceding 
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construction yields then functionsf, and f2 that satisfy the conclusions of 
Theorem 1 and that lie in HP( 7”‘) for all p < co, simply because 
H2(T”)nLP(F)=HP(T”) 
when p > 2. Theorem 1 can also be proved on the boundary of the unit 
ball, rather than on a torus, but the proof becomes a bit more complicated. 
THEOREM 2. If n > 1 then there exist invariant subspaces X1 and X2 of 
H2( T”) that satisfy 
~,X,= 22x2 (4) 
for some inner functions g, and g,, although there are no inner functions cpl 
and (p2 so that 
&X1=cp2X2cH*(T”). (5) 
Proof: As in [2], let us say that a nonconstant inner function in U” is 
irreducible if it is not a product of two nonconstant inner functions. Note 
that every irreducible inner function must have zeros in U”. 
Example 4.7 of [Z] furnishes irreducible inner functions g, and g,, and 
inner functions h,, h, without zeros in U”, so that 
g,/g, = h,/h, & const. 
(The example is presented for n = 2, but is equally available for all n > 2.) 
Put 
Xl = H*n g,g2H2, X2 = H2 n g,g, H*. 
These are invariant subspaces of H*( T”) that satisfy (4). 
Assume, to reach a contradiction, that (5) holds. Note that h, = g,g,h, 
and g, = g,g,g, lie in X,. Hence (5) implies that ‘pIhI and ‘pIgI lie in 
H2(T”); being unimodular, they are inner. Thus there are inner functions u 
and u such that 
h, =(plu, g1 =(P1u, 
Since h, has no zero in U”, neither does cpr. Thus cp 1 is either constant or 
reducible. Since g, is irreducible, ‘pl is constant. 
The uniqueness of rj (proved in the lemma), combined with (4) and (5), 
shows that g2/gl is a constant multiple of (p2/(p 1. Thus g, = cg, (p2 for some 
constant c. Since g, is irreducible, it follows that (p2 must be constant, 
which contradicts the fact that g2/g, is not constant, 
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